Candy Corn Person

Print up the following sheet onto white card stock.
• Cut out the candy corn shape. This is the template for the candy corn person.
• Trace the shape onto white card stock. (1 per child).
• Cut out.

• Once you have traced the template for the candy corn persons, cut the template on the two lines to give you the templates for the orange and yellow pieces of candy corn.
• You will trace these on yellow and orange card stock.
After you have traced the templates on orange and yellow card stock - cut out.

Using glue, have children glue the orange and yellow card stock pieces to the white candy corn piece. (In order, orange and then yellow).
• Have children glue on eyes and draw on a mouth.
• To complete their candy corn person, made 2 arms and hands using pipe cleaners. Tape to the back of their candy corn person.